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Life Drawing Masterclass: Anglo-Saxons 
 

 

Dates Saturday 16 and Sunday 17 February 2018 

Times 10.30 – 17.00  

Location Harry M Weinrebe Learning Centre  

Level All levels 

Class size Maximum 16 participants  

 
 

 

Course description 

 
The Psychomachia, or ‘Battle of the Soul’, was composed by the Late Antique poet Prudentius in the 

5th century. It depicts allegorical women as Virtue versus Vice as they fight for possession of the 

human soul. Two Anglo-Saxon copies survive in the British Library’s collections, produced in England 

in the 10th and 11th centuries with illuminations bringing the action-packed battle to life. 

 

In this course, you will have the opportunity to visit Anglo-Saxons: Art, Word, War and create a 

contemporary series of drawings inspired by the Psychomachia. After an introduction to visual 

storytelling in Anglo-Saxon times, you will develop or hone techniques to capture the human figure in 

a dynamic, expressive way. You will then capture two nude models in a series of dynamic poses as 

Virtue versus Vice. 

 

By the end of the weekend, you will have learnt how to depict the body confidently and creatively in 

a narrative composition. You will have created four drawings that can stand together as a series or 

independently. You will also have the opportunity to feature your work in a dedicated online gallery 

at www.figuration.co. 

 

 
 

 

Saturday 

 

We start with an introduction to figure drawing, looking at body mechanics, mark making and 

composition. We are then explore the exhibition Anglo-Saxon Kingdoms with sketchbooks in hand. 

After lunch, we will draw from life in a series of exercises to develop techniques of gesture and 

composition, as well as proportion and structure. By the end of the first day, you will be able to depict 

the human form confidently and creatively, ready for day two. 
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Sunday 

 

We’ll begin with a series of fast, expressive drawings to encourage bold, gestural mark making. We 

then dive straight into the first two poses, each an hour-long tableau with Carla and Manko, two of 

London’s leading life models, as Virtue versus Vice. After the lunch break, we will reinvigorate 

ourselves with a few quick drawings before poses three and four. Throughout the day, individual 

tutorials, hand-outs and demonstrations will help you address any challenges you encounter. We 

finish the day by presenting our work to the group and celebrating what you have achieved. 

 

 
 

Tutors 

 

This course is led by Leo Crane, award-winning animator, tutor and figurative artist. He is co-founder 
of Figuration, a social enterprise that brings people together through creative workshops and events. 
He holds an MA (Distinction) in 3D Computer Animation and trained in life drawing under Maggi 
Hambling CBE. Leo will be working with Manko and Carla, two of London’s leading life models and 
founders of the Art Model Collective. 
 

 
 

Previous skills, knowledge or experience 

None required. Bold mark making and a willingness to experiment will help you get the most from 

this course. For those with life drawing experience, the course offers you the chance to hone your 

technique and apply your skills in a narrative context. 

 

Facilities and refreshments 

Please note that the Learning Centre will open to participants 15 minutes before the stated course 

start time. Tea and coffee will be provided at the start of each day. Participants should make their 

own arrangements for lunch. 

 

On Sunday 17 February participants should gain entry to the British Library via Gate 5 on Midland 

Road. Please meet at Gate 5 from 10.15 on the day. (The Library will open to the public at 11.00). 

 
 


